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he Exegetical Guide to the Greek New Testament (EGGNT) closes the gap between the
Greek text and the available lexical and grammatical tools, providing all the necessary
information for greater understanding of the text. The series makes interpreting any
given New Testament book easier, especially for those who are hard-pressed for time but want to
preach or teach with accuracy and authority.
Each volume begins with a brief introduction to the particular New Testament book, a basic
outline, and a list of recommended commentaries. The body is devoted to paragraph-by-paragraph
exegesis of the Greek text and includes homiletical helps and suggestions for further study. A
comprehensive exegetical outline of the New Testament book completes each EGGNT volume.
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“Why do any of you consider it incredible
that God raises the dead?”
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Publisher’s Preface

It is with great excitement that we publish this volume of the Exegetical Guide to the
Greek New Testament series. When the founding editor, Dr. Murray J. Harris, came
to us seeking a new publishing partner, we gratefully accepted the offer. With the help
of the coeditor, Andreas J. Köstenberger, we spent several years working together to
acquire all of the authors we needed to complete the series. By God’s grace we succeeded and contracted the last author in 2011. Originally working with another publishing house, Murray’s efforts spanned more than twenty years. As God would have
it, shortly after the final author was contracted, Murray decided God wanted him to
withdraw as coeditor of the series. God made clear to him that he must devote his full
attention to taking care of his wife, who faces the daily challenges caused by multiple
sclerosis.
Over the course of many years, God has used Murray to teach his students how to
properly exegete the Scriptures. He is an exceptional scholar and professor. But even
more importantly, Murray is a man dedicated to serving Christ. His greatest joy is to
respond in faithful obedience when his Master calls. “There can be no higher and more
ennobling privilege than to have the Lord of the universe as one’s Owner and Master
and to be his accredited representative on earth.”1 Murray has once again heeded the
call of his Master.
It is our privilege to dedicate the Exegetical Guide to the Greek New Testament
series to Dr. Murray J. Harris. We pray that our readers will continue the work he
started.
B&H Academic

1. Murray J. Harris, Slave of Christ: A New Testament Metaphor for Total Devotion to Christ (Downers
Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1999), 155.
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General Introduction to
the EGGNT Series

Studying the New Testament in the original Greek has become easier in recent years.
Beginning students will work their way through an introductory grammar or other
text, but then what? Grappling with difficult verb forms, rare vocabulary, and grammatical irregularities remains a formidable task for those who would advance beyond
the initial stages of learning Greek to master the interpretive process. Intermediate
grammars and grammatical analyses can help, but such tools, for all their value, still
often operate at a distance from the Greek text itself, and analyses are often too brief
to be genuinely helpful.
The Exegetical Guide to the Greek New Testament (EGGNT) aims to close the gap
between the Greek text and the available tools. Each EGGNT volume aims to provide all the necessary information for understanding the Greek text and, in addition,
includes homiletical helps and suggestions for further study. The EGGNT is not a
full-scale commentary. Nevertheless, these guides will make interpreting a given New
Testament book easier, in particular for those who are hard-pressed for time and yet
want to preach or teach with accuracy and authority.
In terms of layout, each volume begins with a brief introduction to the particular book (including such matters as authorship, date, etc.), a basic outline, and a list
of recommended commentaries. At the end of each volume, you will find a comprehensive exegetical outline of the book. The body of each volume is devoted to
paragraph-by-paragraph exegesis of the text. The treatment of each paragraph includes:
1. The Greek text of the passage, phrase by phrase, from the fifth edition of the
United Bible Societies’ Greek New Testament (UBS5).
2. A structural analysis of the passage. Typically, verbal discussion of the structure of a given unit is followed by a diagram, whereby the verbal discussion
serves to explain the diagram and the diagram serves to provide a visual aid
illumining the structural discussion. While there is no one correct or standard
way to diagram Greek sentences, the following format is typically followed
in EGGNT volumes:
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a. The original Greek word order is maintained.
b. When Greek words are omitted, this is indicated by ellipses (. . .).
c. The diagramming method, moving from left to right, is predicated on
the following. In clauses with a finite verb, the default order is typically
verb-subject-object. In verbless clauses or clauses with nonfinite verb
forms, the default order is typically subject-(verb)-object. Departures
from these default orders are understood to be pragmatically motivated
(e.g., contrast, emphasis, etc.).
d. Indents are used to indicate subordination (e.g., in the case of dependent
clauses).
e. Retaining original word order, modifiers are centered above or below the
word they modify (e.g., a prepositional phrase in relation to the verb).
f. Where a given sentence or clause spans multiple lines of text, drawn lines
are used, such as where a relative pronoun introduces a relative clause
(often shifting emphasis).
g. Underline is used to indicate imperatives; dotted underline is used to
indicate repetition (the same word or cognate used multiple times in
a given unit); the symbol may be used where an article is separated
from a noun or participle by interjected material (such as a prepositional
phrase).
h. In shorter letters diagrams are normally provided for every unit; in longer
letters and Revelation, ellipses may be used to show less detail in diagramming (keeping larger blocks together on the same line) in order to
focus primarily on the larger structure of a given unit; in the Gospels and
Acts, detailed diagrams will usually not be provided, though less detailed
diagrams may be used to illustrate important or more complex structural
aspects of a given passage.
3. A discussion of each phrase of the passage with discussion of relevant vocabulary, significant textual variants, and detailed grammatical analysis, including
parsing. When more than one solution is given for a particular exegetical
issue, the author’s own preference is indicated by an asterisk (*). When no
preference is expressed, the options are judged to be evenly balanced, or it
is assumed that the text is intentionally ambiguous. When a particular verb
form may be parsed in more than one way, only the parsing appropriate in the
specific context is supplied; but where there is difference of opinion among
grammarians or commentators, both possibilities are given and the matter is
discussed.
4. Various translations of significant words or phrases.
5. A list of suggested topics for further study with bibliography for each topic.
An asterisk (*) in one of the “For Further Study” bibliographies draws attention to a discussion of the particular topic that is recommended as a useful
introduction to the issues involved.
6. Homiletical suggestions designed to help the preacher or teacher move from
the Greek text to a sermon outline that reflects careful exegesis. The first
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suggestion for a particular paragraph of the text is always more exegetical
than homiletical and consists of an outline of the entire paragraph. These
detailed outlines of each paragraph build on the general outline proposed for
the whole book and, if placed side by side, form a comprehensive exegetical
outline of the book. All outlines are intended to serve as a basis for sermon
preparation and should be adapted to the needs of a particular audience.1
The EGGNT volumes will serve a variety of readers. Those reading the Greek text
for the first time may be content with the assistance with vocabulary, parsing, and
translation. Readers with some experience in Greek may want to skip or skim these
sections and focus attention on the discussions of grammar. More advanced students
may choose to pursue the topics and references to technical works under “For Further
Study,” while pastors may be more interested in the movement from grammatical
analysis to sermon outline. Teachers may appreciate having a resource that frees them
to focus on exegetical details and theological matters.
The editors are pleased to present you with the individual installments of the
EGGNT. We are grateful for each of the contributors who has labored long and hard
over each phrase in the Greek New Testament. Together we share the conviction that
“all Scripture is inspired by God and is profitable for teaching, for rebuking, for correcting, for training in righteousness” (2 Tim 3:16 CSB) and echo Paul’s words to
Timothy: “Be diligent to present yourself to God as one approved, a worker who
doesn’t need to be ashamed, correctly teaching the word of truth” (2 Tim 2:15).
Thanks to Michael Naylor, who served as assistant editor for this volume.
Andreas J. Köstenberger
Robert W. Yarbrough

1. As a Bible publisher, B&H Publishing follows the “Colorado Springs Guidelines for Translation of
Gender-Related Language in Scripture.” As an academic book publisher, B&H Academic asks that authors
conform their manuscripts (including EGGNT exegetical outlines in English) to the B&H Academic style
guide, which affirms the use of singular “he/his/him” as generic examples encompassing both genders.
However, in their discussion of the Greek text, EGGNT authors have the freedom to analyze the text and
reach their own conclusions regarding whether specific Greek words are gender specific or gender inclusive.

Abbreviations

For abbreviations used in discussion of text-critical matters, the reader should refer
to the abbreviations listed in the Introduction to the United Bible Societies’ Greek
New Testament.
indicates the reading of the original hand of a manuscript as opposed
*

§, §§

to subsequent correctors of the manuscript, or
indicates the writer’s own preference when more than one solution is
given for a particular exegetical problem, or
in the “For Further Study” bibliographies, indicates a discussion of the
particular topic that is recommended as a useful introduction to the
issues involved
paragraph, paragraphs

Books of the Old Testament
Gen
Exod
Lev
Num
Deut
Josh
Judg
Ruth
1–2 Sam
1–2 Kgs
1–2 Chr
Ezra
Neh
Esth
Job
Ps(s)
Prov
Eccl

Genesis
Exodus
Leviticus
Numbers
Deuteronomy
Joshua
Judges
Ruth
1–2 Samuel
1–2 Kings
1–2 Chronicles
Ezra
Nehemiah
Esther
Job
Psalm(s)
Proverbs
Ecclesiastes

Song
Isa
Jer
Lam
Ezek
Dan
Hos
Joel
Amos
Obad
Jonah
Mic
Nah
Hab
Zeph
Hag
Zech
Mal

Song of Songs (Canticles)
Isaiah
Jeremiah
Lamentations
Ezekiel
Daniel
Hosea
Joel
Amos
Obadiah
Jonah
Micah
Nahum
Habakkuk
Zephaniah
Haggai
Zechariah
Malachi
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Books of the New Testament
Matt
Mark
Luke
John
Acts
Rom
1–2 Cor
Gal
Eph
Phil
Col

Matthew
Mark
Luke
John
Acts
Romans
1–2 Corinthians
Galatians
Ephesians
Philippians
Colossians

1–2 Thess
1–2 Tim
Titus
Phlm
Heb
Jas
1–2 Pet
1–3 John
Jude
Rev

1–2 Thessalonians
1–2 Timothy
Titus
Philemon
Hebrews
James
1–2 Peter
1–3 John
Jude
Revelation

Dead Sea Scrolls
1QpHab

Pesher Habakkuk

1QS

Rule of the Community

4Q175

Testimonia (AKA 4QTest)

CD

Damascus Document

Ant.

Antiquities of the Jews

J.W.

The Jewish War

Josephus

General Abbreviations
ABD

The Anchor Bible Dictionary, 6 vols., ed. D. N. Freedman (New
York: Doubleday, 1992)

abs.

absolute(ly)

acc(s).

accusative(s)

act.

active(s) (voice)

adj(s).

adjective(s), adjectival(ly)

adv(s).

adverb(s), adverbial(ly)

advers.

adversative

anar.

anarthrous

aor.

aorist

apod.

apodosis

appos.

apposition, appositive, appositional

Aram.

Aramaic, Aramaism

art.

(definite) article, articular

attend. circum.

attendant circumstance

attrib.

attributive

ABBREVIATIONS
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AUSS

Andrews University Seminary Studies

BAFCS

The Book of Acts in Its First Century Setting, 5 vols., ed. Bruce
W. Winter (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1993–1996)

Barrett

C. K. Barrett, The Acts of the Apostles, 2 vols., ICC (London:
T&T Clark, 1994–1998)

BASHH

C. J. Hemer, The Book of Acts in the Setting of Hellenistic
History, ed. C. H. Gempf, WUNT 49 (Tübingen: J. C. B.
Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1989)

BBR

Bulletin for Biblical Research

BDAG

Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early
Christian Literature, rev. and ed. F. W. Danker (Chicago/
London: University of Chicago, 2000), based on W. Bauer’s
Griechisch-deutsches Wörterbuch (6th ed.) and on previous
English ed. by W. F. Arndt, F. W. Gingrich, and F. W. Danker.
References to BDAG are by page number and quadrant on
the page, a indicating the upper half and b the lower half of
the left-hand column, and c and d the upper and lower halves
of the right-hand column. With the use of dark type, biblical
references are now clearly visible within each subsection.

BDF

F. Blass and A. Debrunner, A Greek Grammar of the New
Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, tr. and rev.
R. W. Funk (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961)

Beale and Carson

G. K. Beale and D. A. Carson, eds., Commentary on the New
Testament Use of the Old Testament (Grand Rapids: Baker/
Nottingham: Apollos, 2007)

Beginnings

K. Lake, The Beginnings of Christianity: Part 1: The Acts of
the Apostles, ed. F. J. Foakes-Jackson and K. Lake, 5 vols.
(London: MacMillan, 1933)

BHGNT

Baylor Handbook on the Greek New Testament

Bib

Biblica

BibInt

Biblical Interpretation

BSac

Bibliotheca Sacra

byz.

The Byzantine Text Type (the Majority Text)

c.

circa (Lat.), about

CBQ

Catholic Biblical Quarterly

CCC

A. J. Köstenberger, L. S. Kellum, and C. L. Quarles, The
Cradle, the Cross, and the Crown, 2nd ed. (Nashville: B&H
Academic, 2016)

CEB

Common English Bible (2010, 2011)

cf.

confer (Lat.), compare

CGk.

Classical Greek

ch(s).

chapter(s)
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CIL

Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum

colloq.

colloquial(ism)

comp.

comparative, compare(d), comparing, comparison

compl(s).

complementary, complement(s)

ConcorJ

Concordia Journal

cond.

condition(al)

conj.

conjunctive, conjunction

consec.

consecutive

contr.

contrast

cop.

copula; copulative

CSB

Christian Standard Bible (2017)

cstr.

construction, construe(d)

dat(s).

dative(s)

decl.

declension, decline

def.

definite(ly); definition

delib.

deliberative

descr.

description, descriptive

dimin.

diminutive

dir.

direct

DJG

Dictionary of Jesus and the Gospels, ed. J. B. Green, S.
McKnight, J. K. Brown, and N. Perrin, 2nd ed. (Leicester, UK:
InterVarsity Press, 2013)

DLNT

Dictionary of the Later New Testament and Its Developments,
ed. R. P. Martin and P. H. Davids (Leicester, UK: InterVarsity
Press, 1997)

DNTB

Dictionary of New Testament Background, ed. C. A. Evans and
S. E. Porter (Leicester, UK: InterVarsity Press, 2000)

DPL

Dictionary of Paul and His Letters, ed. G. F. Hawthorne, R. P.
Martin, and D. G. Reid (Leicester, UK: InterVarsity Press,
1993)

DSD

Dead Sea Discoveries

Eccl. Hist.

Ecclesiastical History (Eusebius)

ed(s).

edited, edition(s), editor(s)

e.g.

exempli gratia (Lat.), for example

encl.

enclitic

Eng.

English

epex.

epexegetic, epexegetical

esp.

especially
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ESV

English Standard Version (2001)

et al.

et alii (Lat.), and others

etym.

etymology, etymologically

EVV

English versions of the Bible

ExpTim

Expository Times

fem.

feminine

f(f).

and the following (verse[s] or page[s])

fig.

figurative(ly)

freq.

frequently

fut.

future

gen(s).

genitive(s)

Gk.

Greek

Haenchen

E. Haenchen, The Acts of the Apostles, tr. B. Noble and G. Shinn,
H. Anderson, rev. R. McL. Wilson (Philadelphia: Westminster,
1971)

Harris

M. J. Harris, Prepositions and Theology in the Greek New
Testament (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2012)

HCSB

Holman Christian Standard Bible (1999)

Heb.

Hebrew, Hebraism, Hebraic

Hengel

“

HGk.

Hellenistic Greek

in the Geographical List of Acts 2:9–11 and Syria as
‘Greater Judea,’” BBR 10 (2000): 161–180

ibidem (Lat.), in the same place
Holmes

Michael W. Holmes, The Apostolic Fathers: Greek Texts and
English Translations, updated ed. (Grand Rapids: Baker,
1999)

i.e.

id est (Lat.), that is

impers.

impersonal

impf.

imperfect (tense)

impv.

imperative(s) (mood), imperatival(ly)

incl.

including, inclusive

indecl.

indeclinable

indef.

indefinite

indic.

indicative (mood)

indir.

indirect

inf(s).

infinitive(s)

instr.

instrument, instrumental(ly)

interr.

interrogative
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intrans.

intransitive

iter.

iterative

JBL

Journal of Biblical Literature

JETS

Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society

JSJ

Journal for the Study of Judaism in the Persian, Hellenistic, and
Roman Period

JSNT

Journal for the Study of the New Testament

JTC

Journal for Theology and the Church

JTS

Journal of Theological Studies

Jub.

Book of Jubilees

Keener

C. S. Keener, Acts: An Exegetical Commentary, 4 vols. (Grand
Rapids: Baker Academic, 2012–2015)

KJV

King James Version (= “Authorized Version”; 1611)

KMP

A. J. Köstenberger, B. Merkle, R. L. Plummer, Going Deeper
with New Testament Greek: An Intermediate Study of the
Grammar and Syntax of the New Testament (Nashville: B&H
Academic, 2016)

Levinsohn

S. Levinsohn, Discourse Features of New Testament Greek: A
Coursebook on the Information Structure of New Testament
Greek, 2nd ed. (Dallas: SIL, 2000)

lit.

literal(ly)

LN

J. P. Louw and E. A. Nida, eds., Introduction and Domains, vol.
1 of Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament Based on
Semantic Domains (New York: United Bible Societies, 1988)

LNTS

Library of New Testament Studies

locat.

locative, locatival(ly)

LXX

Septuagint (= Greek Old Testament)

m

Mishnah

masc.

masculine

mat.

material

Metzger

B. M. Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New
Testament (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft/New York:
United Bible Societies, 1994). The original edition of 1971 is
based on UBS.3

mg.

margin

mid.

middle

Midr.

Midrash

MIT

The Idiomatic Translation of the New Testament (2012)
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MM

J. H. Moulton and G. Milligan, The Vocabulary of the Greek
Testament Illustrated from the Papyri and Other Non-Literary
Sources (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1972, repr. of 1930 ed.)

mng(s).

meaning(s)

Moulton

J. H. Moulton, Prolegomena, vol. 1 of A Grammar of New
Testament Greek, ed. J. H. Moulton (Edinburgh: T&T Clark,
1908)

ms(s).

manuscript(s)

MT

Masoretic text

NASB

New American Standard Bible (1995)

neg.

negative, negation, negated

Neot

Neotestamentica

NET

New English Translation Bible (2005)

neut.

neuter

New Docs

Horsley, G. H. R., New Documents Illustrating Early
Christianity: A Review of the Greek Inscriptions and Papyri
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1987)

NICNT

Bruce, F. F., The Book of the Acts, rev. ed., New International
Commentary on the New Testament (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1988)

NIDNTTE

Silva, M. ed., New International Dictionary of New Testament
Theology and Exegesis (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2014)

NIV

New International Version (2011)

NJB

New Jerusalem Bible (1985)

NKJV

New King James Version (1982)

NLT

New Living Translation of the Bible (1996)

nom(s).

nominative(s)

NovT

Novum Testamentum

NRSV

New Revised Standard Version (1990)

NT

New Testament

NTS

New Testament Studies

NTTS

New Testament Tools and Studies

obj(s).

object(s), objective

opt.

optative

orig.

origin, original(ly)

OT

Old Testament

p(p).

page(s)

part.

partitive

pass.

passive
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periph.

periphrastic

pers.

person(al)

pf.

perfect (tense)

pl(s).

plural(s)

plpf.

pluperfect (tense)

Polhill

J. B. Polhill, Acts, New American Commentary, vol. 26
(Nashville: Broadman, 1992)

poss.

possessive, possession

pred.

predicate, predicative

pref.

prefix

prep.

preposition(al)

pres.

present

prog.

progressive

pron(s).

pronoun(s), pronominal

prot.

protasis

PRSt

Perspectives in Religious Studies

ptc(s).

participle(s), participial(ly)

purp.

purpose

R

A. T. Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek New Testament in the
Light of Historical Research, 4th ed. (Nashville: Broadman,
1934)

RB

Revue Biblique

rdg(s).

(textual) reading(s)

ref.

reference(s), referring

refl.

reflexive

rel.

relative

rep.

represents; represented

rev.

revised, reviser, revision

Rhoads

J. H. Rhoads, “Josephus Misdated the Census of Quirinius,” JETS
54 (2011): 65–87.

Robertson, Pictures A. T. Robertson, Pictures in the New Testament, 6 vols.
(Nashville: Broadman, 1930–33)
RSV

Revised Standard Version (1952)

RTR

The Reformed Theological Review

Runge

S. Runge, Discourse Grammar of the Greek New Testament: A
Practical Introduction for Teaching and Exegesis (Peabody,
MA: Hendrickson, 2010)

Sanh.

Mishna Sanhedrin
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SE

Studia Evangelica

Sem.

Semitic, Semitism

sg.

singular

sim.

similar(ly), similarity

SNTSMS

Society for New Testament Studies Monograph Series

SR

Studies in Religion

ST

Studia Theologica

str.

structure

Str-B

H. L. Strack and P. Billerbeck, Kommentar zum Neuen Testament
aus Talmud und Midrasch, 6 vols. (Beck: Munich, 1922–1961)

subj(s).

subject(s), subjective

subjunc(s).

subjunctive(s)

subord.

subordinate, subordination

subst.

substantive, substantival(ly)

superl.

superlative

SW

A. N. Sherwin-White, Roman Society and Roman Law in the New
Testament: The Sarum Lectures 1960–1961 (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1963)

T

N. Turner, Syntax, vol. 3 of A Grammar of New Testament Greek,
ed. J. H. Moulton (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1963)

TBT

Theologische Bücherei

TDNT

Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 10 vols., ed. G.
Kittel and G. Friedrich, tr. G. W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1964–74)

temp.

temporal(ly)

Thompson

Alan Thompson, Luke, Exegetical Guide to the Greek New
Testament (Nashville: B&H Academic, 2016)

Thrall

M. E. Thrall, Greek Particles in the New Testament (Leiden: Brill,
1962)

TNIV

Today’s New International Version, New Testament (2001)

TR

Textus Receptus (Lat., Received Text)

tr.

translate(d), translator, translation(s)

trans.

transitive

Turner, Insights

N. Turner, Grammatical Insights into the New Testament
(Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1965)

Turner, Style

N. Turner, Style, vol. 4 of A Grammar of New Testament Greek,
ed. J. H. Moulton (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1976)

Tyn

Tyndale Bulletin
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UBS/UBS5

The Greek New Testament, ed. B. Aland, K. Aland, J.
Karavidopoulos, C. M. Martini, and B. M. Metzger, 5th rev.
ed. (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft/ New York: United
Bible Societies, 2014); 1st ed. 1966 (= UBS1); 2nd ed. 1968 (=
UBS2); 3rd ed. 1975 (=UBS3); 4th ed. 1993 (=UBS4)

v(v).

verse(s)

var(s).

variant (form or reading)

vb(s).

verb(s)

voc(s).

vocative(s), vocatival

vol(s).

volume(s)

Vulg.

Vulgate (= Bible in Latin)

Wallace

D. B. Wallace, Greek Grammar beyond the Basics. An Exegetical
Syntax of the New Testament (Grand Rapids: Zondervan,
1996)

Wis

Wisdom of Solomon

WUNT

Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Alten und Neuen
Testament

Z

M. Zerwick, Biblical Greek Illustrated by Examples, tr. J. Smith
(Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1963)

ZG

M. Zerwick and M. Grosvenor, A Grammatical Analysis of the
Greek New Testament, 5th rev. ed. (Rome: Pontifical Biblical
Institute, 1996)

ZNW

Zeitschrift für die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft und die Kunde
der älteren Kirche

Acts

Introduction

AUTHORSHIP
The traditional view is that Luke, a companion of Paul, wrote both the Gospel of
Luke and the book of Acts. If so, Paul referred to this Luke three times in the NT
(Col 4:14; 2 Tim 4:11; Phlm 24), and Luke obliquely referred to himself repeatedly
in the book of Acts in the “we passages.” Whoever this Luke was, the preface to the
Gospel, to go no further, displays a refined use of the Gk. language that points to an
author who was well educated (see H. J. Cadbury, The Style and Literary Method of
Luke [Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1920]). It is apparent the author
was male (self-references are in the masc. gender), that he had access to a variety of
sources about the life of Jesus and the early church, that he was not an eyewitness of
Jesus’s ministry, and that he had the opportunity to investigate the story of Jesus and
the apostles at length.
The strongest internal evidence for Lukan authorship is the so-called we passages
in Acts (places where the narrative shifts to a first-person-plural reference, 16:10–17;
20:5–15; 21:1–18; 27:1–28:16). The most natural understanding of these references
is that they suggest the author was traveling with Paul, a view attested as early as
Irenaeus (c. 130–200; see Against Heresies 3.1.2).
Not all would agree, though. C. J. Hemer lists three alternative views (see BASHH
312–13). First, many see the “we passages” as reflecting a source composed by the
author himself, a travel diary of sorts. Although this is possible, the theory is impossible to prove and may be based on the (now largely discarded) assumption that all
sources must be written. Second, some argue the “we passages” are from a travel diary
written by someone other than the author. Yet if these sections are from someone else’s
diary, Luke has stamped his unique style on all but the first-person-plural pronouns. It
does not seem likely that such would escape his notice. Third, many suggest that these
sections are merely literary devices. If this is true, the writer would be so subtle as to
confuse (if not mislead) part of his audience.
When eliminating those named in the “we sections” (assuming the author did not
use a third person reference to himself alongside a first-person reference) and crossreferencing those named by Paul’s letters composed at the time we may reduce the
3
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candidates to just a few. Of these, Luke, the beloved physician of Col 4:14, is the most
viable option (see D. A. Carson and D. Moo, An Introduction to the New Testament,
2nd ed. [Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2005], 204–5). Combining this with the universal
opinion of the early church that Luke, Paul’s companion, wrote Acts and the Gospel of
Luke makes the claim compelling. Most scholars today who reject Lukan authorship
do so on the contention that Luke’s theology and historical detail differ substantially
from Paul’s. Many are willing to see a “Luke” as the author of the Gospel but one who
was not a disciple of Paul and who wrote after the year 70.
DATE
Scholars have proposed three basic positions on the date of Acts: (1) a date prior to 70
(see, e.g., Bock 27, who prefers a date just before AD 70); (2) a date between 70 and
100 (see, e.g., Keener 1:400. For Keener, a late date for Mark, synoptic solutions, and a
date during the lifetime of an eyewitness necessitate this date.); (3) a date in the second
century (see, e.g., M. C. Parsons, Acts, Paideia Commentary on the New Testament
[Grand Rapids: Baker, 2008], 3, 17).
I am convinced that an early date is the best option for the following five reasons.
1. The presentation of the Roman Empire is downright disturbing for a date after
Nero. It has long been noted that Luke’s presentation on the Empire is rather evenhanded, if not neutral/friendly. The church never forgot that Nero was the first to raise
the sword against her (AD 64–68). After that the church in the Empire (rightly) took the
position of skepticism about the intentions of those holding the imperium while trying to
maintain the position of good citizen. The implication in Acts (expecting justice and/or
exoneration from Caesar; see Acts 25:11, 26:32) is hard to explain after Nero.
Witherington rightly notes that the climate of the Flavians (AD 69–96) treated eulogies of the victims of the emperors as a capital crime (Witherington 62). He goes on to
suggest the state of the text of Acts (see below) was due to them persecuting and burning
Luke’s work for eulogizing Peter, Paul, and Jesus, who had been executed. He does so
defending a date in the 70s for Acts. I find Witherington’s argument compelling for a
date in the early 60s rather than the 70s. Why would Luke write such a book in such a
climate? In such a climate, would Luke be so neutral about Rome? Would he have been
tempted to be over-the-top positive?
2. Acts makes no mention of Paul’s letters. It is unthinkable that a late document dealing so extensively with Paul would not make reference to Paul’s epistolary production.
For example, the Acts of Paul (c. AD 160 apocryphal Acts) pictures Paul as a letter writer
and includes a letter to the Corinthians (with allusions to 1 Corinthians) that is labeled
“3 Corinthians.” Clearly the author(s) are well aware of the Pauline corpus. In contrast,
the book of Acts makes no mention that Paul ever wrote a letter. This phenomenon is far
more likely early than late.
3. Luke mentions no events after c. AD 62. This includes the deaths of James the
Just, Peter, and Paul. In matters of world history, the following go unmentioned: the
great fire of Rome and subsequent persecution (AD 64); the death of Nero (AD 68);
the year of the four emperors (68–69); the installment of emperors Vespasian (69) and
Titus (79); the falls of Jerusalem (70) and Masada (73); the eruption of Vesuvius (79; it
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killed Drusilla, wife of Felix—see Acts 24:24). The provinces were restructured under
Vespasian in AD 72; Acts reflects the earlier terminology (BASHH 381), without any
clarification. Although these lie outside of the narrative chronology, one could easily
expect a clarification or side note on any of these issues.
4. Hemer noted an air of immediacy about the book (BASHH 365). The events
recorded do not seem to be records of long-ago events. For example, one would expect
a sailing narrative to be “reduced and schematized,” as Hemer puts it, if the events had
been resting in the author’s mind for some time. This is not what we see in Acts 27.
Furthermore, the earlier scenes (some nearly thirty years before the events at the end of
the book) do show such refinement. It would make sense that the latter, less polished
scenes were more recent (BASHH 366). Witherington (61) rightly notes that Acts does
not appear to be looking at a bygone age.
5. The ending of Acts is rather abrupt. Some have suggested Luke has finished his
literary purposes to show the gospel getting to Rome. This is undoubtedly true, but
completion of the literary purpose does not explain ending at the point he does. Why not
tell us what happened to Paul? His death would not dilute the completion. The gospel
is unhindered by the death of saints (see Acts 7:60; 12:2). Further ministry would not
diminish it either. It seems better to explain the ending by setting the date of composition
during this imprisonment. Thus, I find an early date the most compelling (c. AD 62–63).
PROVENANCE
If the evidence for the date has been rightly evaluated, the only option for the provenance of the book is the city of Rome. If Luke had caught up in time with Paul so that
the apostle was awaiting trial in Rome at the time of writing, and if the “we sections”
are an indication of personal involvement, then Luke was with Paul when he wrote the
book.
PURPOSE AND AUDIENCE
The purpose of Acts is not directly stated in the book. The preface (1:1–5) addresses
the former book (Luke) about what Jesus began to do. The implication is that this book
is about what Jesus continues to do. If the preface to Luke applies to Acts as well—and
given the brevity of Acts’ preface, this is most likely the case—then Luke set out to
write an orderly account and to provide assurance and an apology or defense of the
Christian faith.
The contents of the book demonstrate an emphasis that the gospel goes to the ends
of the earth (represented by Rome) at the command and empowerment of Christ. The
narrative revolves around showing the early expansion of the church from a local sect
to a worldwide movement as empowered by God. Each expansion is brought about by
the leading of the Holy Spirit rather than by the disciples’ own initiative. In this theological emphasis, the book manifests the same focus on God’s plan (including promise
and fulfillment) that is prominent in Luke’s Gospel. This also answers the question of
why a sequel to Luke’s Gospel was needed in the first place. The Gospel is “about all
that Jesus began to do and teach” (Acts 1:1), and Acts narrates the continuation of that
which was begun in the Gospel. The story of Jesus is not complete until the gospel has
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moved from the Jewish capital to “the end of the earth”—all the way to Rome (Acts
1:8) and beyond.
The literary structure of the book thus points to a historical apologetic that explains
God’s plan of extending the gospel to the Gentiles while including believing Jews
as well. While it can be surmised that Luke’s target audience included non-Aramaic
speakers who were familiar with the OT, the apologetic presented is wide-ranging,
including the evangelism of Diaspora Jews as well as the edification of Gentile
Christians who worship the Jewish Messiah whom the Jews had rejected. Luke’s purpose was to write an accurate historical narrative designed to edify his Christian readers and help them evangelize unbelievers. On other matters such as genre, sources,
historical reliability, and theological themes, see my essay on Acts in CCC.
NOTES TO THE READER OF ACTS IN GREEK
I had several conversations with students and laymen about the book of Acts as I was
working on this commentary. Many of them had the expectation that Luke’s prose was
very classical in style and literary art. This has to be classified as somewhat of an evangelical urban myth (true of the prologue but not throughout the book). Oddly enough,
the academy has criticized Luke in the opposite direction. These criticisms range from
“vulgarisms” (de Zwann, Beginnings 3.33) to “solecisms” (Haenchen 682) to, at certain places, being “untranslatable” (Barrett 1.240, 521). This, too, in my opinion, is
inaccurate. The difficulties are pointed out in the commentary and a solution offered.
Most come in reported speeches that may suggest Luke is being faithful to his sources.
So, then, the truth is somewhere between these two poles.
The reader of Acts in Gk. should expect the narrative to follow an expression of
Gk. fairly standard in the literary work of the day. Luke is an example of
Gk. (or HGk.) in the literary spectrum. The style spans a period from c. 330 BC to
the sixth century AD. It is the result of a sort of standardization of Gk. as the result
of Alexander’s conquest (D. Aune, The Westminster Dictionary of New Testament
& Early Christian Literature & Rhetoric [Philadelphia: Westminster John Knox,
2010], 207). In the first century AD an archaicizing movement began among Gk.
speakers who sought to write in a style of the great writers of Greece, known as
Atticism (for the Attic Gk. dialect). These writers preferred a simple, straightforward
manner of expression imitating the prose and poetry of Attic writers (450–330 BC;
Aune, Christian Literature & Rhetoric, 68).
and Asianic Gk. especially tended
toward more literary flourishes (Aune, 66). To judge Luke’s style by the canons of the
Atticists is anachronistic. Luke predates much of the Atticist movement and is clearly
no Atticist in his expression (D. L. Mealand, “Hellenistic Historians and the Style of
Acts,” ZNW 82 [1991]: 42). Nor does he fit within the more florid Asianic style. So
how would we describe his style?
D. L. Mealand made a noteworthy assessment of Luke’s language in Acts and
compared it to works of the HGk. historians like Polybius. His conclusion is worth
repeating:
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Acts may well at times use words and phrases condemned by the Atticists. But
in doing so Acts is in the main in agreement with Polybius or his successors.
There is also often some classical precedent for the usages we find in Acts.
This last point must not be overstated. The aim of the Atticists was to be selective even in their following of Attic usage. Acts to a large extent ante-dates the
establishment of that trend. But it is not thereby to be relegated to comparison with works of no literary standing. Rather it is in the broad mainstream
of Hellenistic history writing in the instance examined (Mealand, “Hellenistic
Historians,” 65).
This assessment would place Luke’s style somewhere along the literary
spectrum. But readers should also be prepared for distinctive elements that make it somewhat unusual in places. For example, the reader of Acts in Gk. should also note that
Luke had the ability to write in various styles. Nearly a century ago, Plummer noted
about the author of Luke’s Gospel: “He can be as Hebraistic as the LXX, and as free
from Hebraisms as Plutarch. And, in the main, whether intentionally or not, he is
Hebraistic in describing Hebrew society, and Greek in describing Greek society” (A.
Plummer, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Gospel According to St. Luke,
5th ed. [Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1922], xlix). I find the pattern continues in the book
of Acts.
Luke often wrote in a style reminiscent of the LXX in both narrative and speech.
We particularly find the latter in Palestinian settings. For example, Jesus’s use of the
future
“you will be my witnesses” at 1:8 is a Semitism expressing
a command. Luke’s tr. of Jesus’s words gave them the appropriate Jewish flavor reflective of the event. These are rather common in Acts.
His narrative also has a LXX flavor. That is, he wrote in a “biblical style” as expressed
in the Bible he knew: the LXX. He used the common
(see 4:5) mng. “and
it came to pass” throughout the narrative. He also used other words and phrases that
are suggestive of the LXX. Some of these are
(“behold,” see 1:10), pleonastic
verbs and ptcs. (see 4:19),
(“in the way that,” see 7:28), and
(“having opened his mouth,” see 8:35). In larger structures, Satterthwaite has noted
that Luke employs conventions similar to OT narrative techniques (suggesting similar items in classical writers, BAFCS 1:360–67). These are: simple juxtaposition of
scenes to make a point, analogical patterning (structural similarities between scenes),
and agreement in narration and dialogue (suggesting truth and falsehood of speakers).
I believe that Luke was writing in what he considered sacred writing (whether conscious or not).
Luke could also write in a way to add flavors appropriate to other settings. For
example, Luke was apparently well aware of classical forensics and employed varying
degrees of competence depending on the speaker (Keener 1.141). Paul’s testimony
before Agrippa (26:1–32) shows classical forms, a carefully crafted plan, and a host of
rhetorical features (for a longer list of such forms, see Witherington 45). This is totally
appropriate of Paul before the elite of Gk. society.
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On the other hand, the speech by Tertullus (a Jewish prosecutor) before Felix (24:1–9)
begins with a well-crafted capitio benevolentiae. But in the progress of the charges, it
fizzles out rhetorically (see comments there). It comes across as pandering. Not only
is it historically likely, but Luke has revealed his ability to demonstrate it in writing. In
doing so, he highlights the trumped-up nature of the charges.
That is not to say that the entirety of the work should be considered a work of rhetoric. Luke, as a historian, worked more in the style of a straightforward Polybius rather
than the rhetorical flourishes of a Livy (Witherington 43). He could, however, employ
rhetorical conventions when appropriate.
Many in scholarship have suggested that the book of Acts is an unrevised document
(see Barrett 2.897; Witherington 165). There are certainly, as Bruce called them, some
awkward cstrs. in the book (F. F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles: The Greek Text with
Introduction and Commentary. 3rd ed. [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1990], 67). Some of
these are, in my opinion, intentional. Some are likely due to being faithful to sources.
Others, to be sure, are head-scratchers. There are not many of the latter category, but
the reader of Gk. Acts should be prepared to have to work through the grammar closely
on occasion.
Four other characteristics of Luke’s narrative should be noted by the reader of Acts
in Gk. The first two are observations by Haenchen (103–5). Luke enlivens bare facts
with narrative scenes. That is, he paints the picture rather than simply stating the outcome. Thus, carefully reading the narrative for subtle clues is warranted.
Second, Luke condenses the chronology. That is, he may condense a long period
of time in a single scene. Since Acts covers a period of thirty years or so, this is to
be expected (and part of historiography of the time). The best example is chapter 9.
When we compare the narrative to Paul’s autobiographical statements, we see that
Luke has compressed his narrative to only Paul in Damascus. He leaves out a visit to
the Nabatean kingdom (Gal 1:17, note even Paul compresses the reference).
Third, Luke has very few theologizing or moralizing comments (BAFCS 1.360;
Witherington 29). For example, he neither condemns nor excuses the rift between Paul
and Barnabas over John Mark (Acts 15:39). For that matter, he has no comment on
John Mark’s defection. In the main, he leaves the reader to infer these matters. The
reader should note well where he made such a comment (see, e.g., 5:17; 10:2; 13:45;
17:5).
Fourth, Witherington (29) notes that Luke portrays his characters in a straightforward manner. Non-Christians and Christians alike are portrayed in both negative
and positive lights. For Witherington, Luke has a commitment to objectivity along the
lines of Gk. historiography.
Regarding vocabulary, Acts demonstrates the vocabulary of one well-read in Gk.
literature. While he is not strictly an Atticist (as noted above) his language is strongly
peppered with a series of Atticisms. So what does this tell us of the man? Primarily
that his language and vocabulary are that of the educated. H. J. Cadbury, responding to W. K. Hobart, demonstrated that Luke’s terminology was not strictly medical
(Hobart’s thesis) but consistent with other works in HGk. (see, e.g., H. J. Cadbury,
“Lexical Notes on Luke-Acts: II. Recent Arguments for Medical Language,” JBL
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[1926]: 190–209). Hawkins noted the rate of “non-classical” language in the book of
Acts was the least in the NT, less than one-sixth (J. C. Hawkins, Horae Synopticae:
Contributions to the Study of the Synoptic Problem, 2nd rev. ed. [Oxford: Clarendon,
1909], 207). Some of these classical words may appear for effect. For example, in
Paul’s Areopagus address (17:29) the attic
appears rather than the
more common diminutive form
(in HGk. the diminutive form was
standard in certain terms; see K. Elliott, “An Eclectic Textual Study of the Book of
Acts,” in The Book of Acts as Church History: Text, Textual Traditions and Ancient
Interpretations, ed. M. Tilly and T. Nicklas, [New York: De Gruyter, 2003], 15–16).
Elliott suggests an inconsistent atticizing replacement by later scribes. I feel that since
the replacement is late and not made elsewhere with these words, it is more likely Luke
is intentionally being more literary by using a nondiminutive form in the Areopagus.
It is exactly the sort of subtlety that would demonstrate that Paul was no babbler (see
17:18).
The reader of Acts in Gk. should also take care to note how Luke employed rhetorical underlining. Like the Gospel of Luke, the book of Acts frequently avoids the frequency of the historical pres. found in HGk. Hawkins’s Horae Synopticae noted “the
extreme rarity of the historical present in the narrative” (four times, two more possible) of the Gospel (Horae Synopticae, 24). I find something similar in Acts. There are
364 pres. indics. in Acts. Of these, only twenty-two are historical pres. and only five
are not words of speaking (see Levinsohn 201; he went on to note when the historical
pres. does appear, it seems to be highlighting something following as an important
development in the narrative—boundary markers and highlighting).
So why is this important for the reader of Acts in Gk? This observation should lead
us to 1) mark the uses of the historical pres. when we find them in Acts, and 2) seek
to understand how Luke replaces the highlighting features that are used in the other
Gospels (Mark and John most notably).
The first is rather easy (there are only twenty-two in Acts). When it occurs in words
of speaking, it marks the statement that follows as the next development in the discourse. For example,
at Acts 12:8 introduces the angel’s instruction to Peter to
get dressed and follow him out of the prison. The use of the historical pres. leaving the
prison is the next important step. The two nonspeech historical pres. (Acts 10:11, 27)
point forward to significant events (i.e., Peter’s vision and the interrogation by Jewish
brothers).
The second question is also important. What does Luke use instead of the historical pres. to mark such development? Runge’s work in synoptic comparison is helpful. Comparing Mark’s expansive use of the historical pres. to Matthew and Luke, he
states, “Mark regularly uses the HP to signal the next development in the discourse,
chunking the text in ways comparable to the use of
by Matthew and Luke” (S.
Runge, “The Exegetical Significance of Synoptic Differences from the Standpoint of
Discourse Grammar,” JETS 58 [2015]: 330). In other words, Luke preferred another
developmental marker (i.e., ) to the historical pres. The use in Acts is a reflection of
the same style.
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Understanding as a marker of development (the next important thing in the discourse) views the conjunction as a matter of function rather than lexigraphically (see
Levinsohn 69–93; Runge 28–36). While the context may allow different translations,
the pragmatic function is developmental. This distinction is the most prominent in
intersentence conjs. (i.e., linking clauses). While the developmental aspect remains in
paired cstrs. (like the famous
. . . cstr.) they are generally lower level. In more
recent studies it has been noted that solitarium (i.e., not a . . .
or . . .
cstr.; mostly found in Acts in the NT) is not a more literary form of but adds distinct
material characterized by sameness. “They may refer to different aspects of the same
event, the same occasion, or the same pragmatic unit” (Levinsohn 107). The reader of
Acts who comes upon an intersentence should understand it as introducing the next
important matter in the narrative (context will tell in either lower or higher levels of
discourse). This is generally not pointed out in the commentary for the sheer number
of them.
In Hawkins’s comparison between the historical pres. of Mark and the other
Gospels (Horae Synopticae, 143–48), Luke substituted other constituents for
as
well. When tracking down the texts Hawkins indicated, we find, along with ,
/
, a pleonastic ptc. (e.g.,
)
. Luke uses these same forms in Acts
as well. Some, like
(see commentary at 4:5), are boundary markers. Others
mark some form of highlighting (like
). The reader of Acts in Gk. should note
these as highlighting markers as well as their function in the text.
Of special note is Luke’s use of the impf. tense. He employed the impf. 766 times
in Luke-Acts, 408 times in Acts alone. In contrast, Matthew, Mark, and John employ
the tense 882 times together. Luke’s rate is rather impressive and, at times, puzzling.
Levinsohn notes the impf. in narrative is aspectual in its force, portraying action as
incomplete. However, when it is not obvious that this fits the context, it is likely backgrounding the information (Levinsohn 175). Most of Luke’s impfs. can be classified
progressive and are left unmarked in the commentary. When other classifications
make sense (i.e., “ingressive,” “tendential,” “habitual”) these are employed. In many
of these, the reader may look for a backgrounded interpretation.
THE SO-CALLED WESTERN TEXT OF ACTS
One of the more interesting phenomena in NT studies is the Western text of Acts. The
primary witness for the Western text is Codex Bezae (Bezae Cantabrigiensis, catalogued as D or 05), produced c. AD 400 (ABD 1:1070). It is the only Gk. ms. that consistently contains the so-called Western readings (S. E. Porter, “Developments in the
Text of Acts before the Major Codices,” in Tilly and Nicklas, Book of Acts as Church
History 32). However, the rdgs. appear in quite a number of other Gk. mss. (although
not consistently), in the margins (apparatus) of the Harklean Syriac, in Old Latin versions, and in parts of Irenaeus, Cyprian, and Augustine (Barrett 1.21). The origins
(of at least some) of these rdgs. seem to date from the second century (see Irenaeus).
However, the rdgs. in Irenaeus are not the same as Bezae (more of a paraphrase), nor
do the other witnesses of the type agree with one another or Bezae identically (Barrett
1.27).
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The so-called Western text is longer than the eclectic text. In Codex Bezae, the
text is incomplete (missing 8:29–10; 22:10–20; 22:29–end) but has around 800 more
words than the eclectic text. The most interesting of these are in the form of historical
notes (some with the ring of truth). For example, in the Western text of Acts 19:9, Paul
rented the hall of Tyrannus
, “from the fifth hour until
the tenth” (i.e., 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.). This was the heat of the day, when work normally
stopped and people slept (Bruce, NICNT, 366, “more people would be asleep at 1
p.m. than at 1 a.m.”). The hall would be easily available at that time.
Other rdgs. seem to be theologically motivated. One of the most famous regards the
apostolic decree of Acts 15. Tuckett notes, “the ‘Western’ text consistently omits the
reference to things ‘strangled’ from the four items forbidden to Gentiles in the Decree,
and also adds a version of the Golden Rule” (C. Tuckett, “How Early is the ‘Western’
Text of Acts?,” Tilly & Nicklas, Book of Acts as Church History, 84). The change
seems to change the ritual implications to solely ethical ones. Phenomena like this have
led to several works on the theological Tendenz of the text (see, e.g., E. J. Epp, The
Theological Tendency of Codex Bezae Cantabrigensis in Acts [Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1966]).
Others have also seen literary “improvement,” elaboration, smoothness, fullness, and
emphasis in the Western rdgs. (J. H. Ropes, The Text of Acts, vol. 3 of The Beginnings
of Christianity, Part 1: The Acts of the Apostles [Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock, 2002],
cxxvii–cxxix). All this is important for the understanding of scribal tendencies, the
state of the text in the earliest centuries, and even canon consciousness. The Western
rdgs. hold promise for telling us a great deal about earliest Christianity.
For our purposes, these very interesting rdgs. and subsequent questions are not germane to the exegetical task. These variants will be addressed in the commentary only
in the case of a so-called Western rdg. being original (this is certainly possible) and
affecting the mng. of the text. I agree with the majority that the Western text is a later
expansion of Acts. For the preacher and teacher of Acts, then, the task of exegesis
must not be sidetracked. I try to stick to this task in the commentary ahead and not be
distracted by these very interesting questions. Only where the establishment of the text
is concerned will the Western text be addressed.
I would also warn the preacher/teacher to proclaim the text and not the historical
possibilities represented by the Western rdgs. When we do so, we informally emend
the text as much as any Western scribe who sought to improve it. Even if the timing
of Paul’s use of Tyrannus’s lecture hall is representative of the culture of the time, it
is not in the text.
OUTLINE
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

Foundations for the Church and Her Mission (1:1–2:47)
The Early Church in Jerusalem (3:1–6:7)
Initial Expansion: Stephen, Samaria, and Saul (6:8–9:31)
Continued Expansion: The First Gentile Converts (9:32–12:24)
The Gentile Mission: Part 1, Asia Minor (12:25–16:5)
The Gentile Mission: Part 2, Greece (16:6–19:20)
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VII. To the Ends of the Earth: On to Rome (19:21–28:31)
The outline is an adaptation of the one used in our The Cradle, the Cross, and
the Crown. When one surveys the various outlines in the literature for the book of
Acts, as expected, a number of different outlines appear. In my opinion, the book
of Acts is broadly outlined in Acts 1:8, “. . . you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem,
in all Judea and Samaria, and to the end of the earth.” In the narrative of the book,
each step is at the divine directive. Persecution, divine appointments, communication
after fasting, visions, and prophetic warnings precede or permeate the movement into
different sociopolitical, ethnic, and geographic regions. Acts has a chronological and
geographical outline in presenting the expansion of the gospel as God’s plan. I have
attempted to keep the geography and progress in mind in the outline divisions.
I have further tried to provide a homiletical outline that would not only cover the
broad sections, but some in more limited scope. It is my desire to facilitate thought and
prayer for the preacher/teacher of the text. It is my hope that such reflection expands or
elaborates on the text as well as nourishes the preacher of the text. Take them or leave
them, run with them or run from them. If they get the herald praying and thinking, I
feel I have succeeded.
In the commentary itself, I have tried to follow the guidelines provided by the publisher. In a few places (due to Luke’s sequence) I have not been able to follow the
Gk. word order to adequately explain the text. I have tried to note a NT hapax where
possible, CGk. cstrs., and other matters of interest. The commentary is not exhaustive
in these matters due to space constraints. I have avoided matters of textual criticism
for the most part. I have especially not interacted with the Western text of Acts other
than a few places (as stated above). I comment on textual criticism only where I either
disagree with the UBS5 committee or other factors demand a comment. I have declined
to provide diagrams of passages due to the limitation of space as well. I have tried to
keep in mind the movements of speeches and point them out in the commentary.
I have also tried to produce a readable guide for the exegete. Common Lukan cstrs.
are cross-referenced with “see . . .” Cross-references to other portions of Scripture are
provided when particularly helpful. Although, again, it is not comprehensive.
For terminology issues I have tried to limit myself to the language of A. Köstenberger,
B. Merkle, and R. Plummer’s recent offering, Going Deeper with New Testament
Greek: An Intermediate Study of the Grammar and Syntax of the New Testament
(Nashville: B&H, 2016). I have also quite often transposed the terminology of previous grammarians and commentators to be consistent. In a few places I found it helpful
to stray beyond this terminology.
RECOMMENDED COMMENTARIES
This commentary features consistent references to the following eight commentaries.
These are written (or tr.) in Eng. and based on the Gk. text of Acts.
Barrett, C. K. Acts of the Apostles. 2 vols. ICC. New York: T&T Clark, 1974.
Bruce, F. F. The Acts of the Apostles: The Greek Text with Introduction and Commentary.
3rd ed. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1990.
Bock, D. L. Acts. BECNT. Grand Rapids: Baker, 2007.
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Haenchen, E. The Acts of the Apostles. Translated by B. Noble and G. Shinn, H. Anderson.
Revised by R. McL. Wilson. Philadelphia: Westminster, 1971.
Johnson, L. T. The Acts of the Apostles. Sacra Pagina 5. Collegeville, MN: Liturgical,
1992.
Keener, C. S. Acts: An Exegetical Commentary. 4 vols. Grand Rapids: Baker Academic,
2012–2015.
Schnabel, E. Acts. Zondervan Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament 5. Grand
Rapids: Zondervan, 2012.
Witherington III, B. The Acts of the Apostles: A Socio-Rhetorical Commentary. Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998.

Also frequently cited are M. Culy and M. C. Parsons, Acts: A Handbook on the
Greek Text (Waco: Baylor, 2003); C. L. Rogers, Jr. and C. L. Rogers III, The New
Linguistic and Exegetical Key to the Greek New Testament (Grand Rapids: Zondervan,
1998); and A. T. Robertson, Pictures in the New Testament, vol. 3, The Acts of the
Apostles (New York: Smith, 1930). In a few places I referenced F. F. Bruce, The Book
of the Acts, rev. ed., NICNT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1988).
Barrett’s two-volume International Critical Commentary has earned its reputation
as a standard in the field, as well as the late F. F. Bruce’s 3rd ed. of his Gk. commentary
on Acts.
Bock’s BECNT offering on Luke was particularly helpful in theological implications of the text.
Johnson’s Sacra Pagina volume is very helpful for classics, rhetoric, and historical
matters as well as exegetical insight. Haenchen’s is helpful to get a view of Continental
scholarship. While I do not agree with many of his higher-critical stances, I found his
willingness to disagree with established Continental opinion refreshing. His explication of the text, notwithstanding these disagreements, was excellent and informative.
His ability to succinctly deal with matters of philology and grammar is impressive.
Witherington’s familiarity with the issues around classical literature and rhetoric are
invaluable when dealing with Acts. Matters glossed over in other commentaries often
find a valuable treatment in Witherington.
Keener’s is a four-volume juggernaut dealing with almost every conceivable issue
in the book of Acts. While he does not consistently refer directly to the Gk. text, his
detail is invaluable to the exegete of Acts. Finally, Schnabel’s commentary deals with
both the Gk. text directly and is particularly concerned with the theological texture of
the book. All are highly recommended.

I. Foundations for the Church
and Her Mission (1:1–2:47)

The introductory section of the book of Acts is presented in three movements. In the
first movement, Luke describes the preliminary steps (1:1–14): a review of Jesus’s
ministry and instructions for the disciples in the immediate present (1:1–5), followed
by the ascension (1:6–14). These recapitulate the last passages of Luke (see Luke
24:50–53), marking the transition to Acts. Staying in Jerusalem is the fulfillment of
both Luke 24:49 and Acts 1:8.
The second movement is the replacement of Judas (1:15–26). This new information
shows how the disciples handled the difficult issue of Judas’s apostasy and highlights
many of Luke’s important themes in the book of Acts (e.g., fulfillment of Scripture and
God’s sovereignty).
The third movement contains the events at Pentecost (2:1–47). This includes not
only the initial filling of the Spirit but also the first major evangelistic speech in the
book of Acts. Many of the theological themes that highlight the book are presented in
this ch. Thus, the first two chs. provide not only historical background but somewhat
of a theological introduction to the book (Keener 1.647).
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ACTS 1:1–2

A. PRELIMINARY STEPS (1:1–14)
1. Review of Jesus’s Ministry and Instructions (1:1–5)
The first portion sets up the book by both looking backward to the Gospel of Luke and
forward to at least the narrative at hand.
1:1–2
is a forward-looking device in
Gk., expecting a related clause to
follow (Runge 74). Bruce (Acts of the Apostles, 97) rightly suggests this is an example of anacoluthon, pointing to an unexpressed thought. Barrett agrees and suggests
the unexpressed item is a ref. to the contents of the present book (citing 1:8, 1:65)
connecting the two vols. A series of linguistic clues will suggest this is the correct
understanding.
First, the two works are explicitly connected. All agree that
refers to
the Gospel of Luke. It does not imply more than two vols. (although the use of the
superl. in CGk would; ZG 349; Z §151; cf. T 56). The distinction between the adj.
“first,”
, and “former,”
(
, - , - ) was blurring in the
period.
had mostly superseded
(Keener 1.651). It does, however,
closely connect the two. It was typical to employ
when referring to a work that
used more than one roll of papyrus (Bruce, Acts of the Apostles, 97).
(1st
sg. aor. mid. indic. of
) is an example of Luke’s CGk. influence. There,
often appeared in the mid. with a verbal noun (see T 56; ZG 349; Z §227) perhaps
attracted to the pers. involvement in the verbal idea. This explicit connection is also
made through the address to Theophilus (
voc. sg. masc. of
, - , ).
This is likely a ref. and dedication to Luke’s patron (the same man addressed at Luke
1:3) who would have provided room, board, and writing mats while the book was
being produced (CCC 316).
Second, the former treatise is described as what
. The use of
(3rd pl. aor. mid. indic. of
, “begin”) with two
compl. infs. (
and
[both pres. act. inf.]) suggests contrast to the present
work. It is more likely that the base mng. of
is intended rather than a meaningless Sem. pleonasm (Bruce, Acts of the Apostles, 97; Keener 1.651–52). Thus, it
implies that the content of Acts is the continuation of Jesus’s works. Its appearance
with forms a closer connection than
alone, and the joined words have a “logical
affinity” (T 339). The description of the gospel as
that Jesus did is clearly
hyperbole yet indicates a comprehensive treatment (Keener 1.653).
A third matter that points to the present work as a continuation of the former is the
case of the rel. pron. . Normally, one would expect it to be in the acc. case (as the
obj. of
). Many note that it is not uncommon in Gk. for a rel. pron. to be attracted
to the case of its antecedent (see, e.g., BDF §294 [153b–54]). It is likely that the subord. clause takes a highly prominent place in the argument. Altogether then, if the former treatise is about what Jesus began, the present one is about what Jesus continues.
Luke notes the extent of Jesus’s incarnational ministry through the prep. phrase
...
(3rd sg. aor. pass. indic. of
) ref. to the
ascension. Only Luke narrates it in the Gospels, at the end of Jesus’s ministry in the
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flesh. Acts picks it up at the beginning of the apostolic ministry and beyond. The
placement of the rel. pron. ( ) in the same phrase as its antecedent (
, acc. sg.
fem. of
, - , ) is unusual and prominent. It is rightly understood as “until
the very day” (BHGNT 3). The adv. temp. ptc.
(nom. sg. masc. of aor.
mid. ptc. of
, “command”) is best understood as a ref. to Luke 24:49 (so
Bruce, Acts of the Apostles, 99; Bock 53; Haenchen 139; Keener 1.661). The more
disputed question is what does the prep. phrase
reference? Since
it falls outside the rel. clause phrase that follows (
, “whom he chose”) it
is unlikely to be modifying
(3rd sg. aor. mid. indic. of
, “chose”)
but rather
(so Bock 55; Barrett 1.69; contra Haenchen 139). If so, the
continuity between the Spirit speaking through Jesus and the promise of the Spirit to
speak through the apostles is hard to miss (Keener 1.661).
1:3 A second rel. pron. clause (with ), modifying
in v. 2, describes the
forty days between the crucifixion and the ascension.
(“himself) and
(acc. sg. masc. of pres. act. ptc. of
) are in a double-acc. cstr. with
(3rd
sg. aor. act. indic. of
, “present”).
with an aor. inf.
(aor. act. inf.
of
) and an acc. subj. of the inf.
is a temp. cstr. mng. “after he suffered.”
(A sim. pres. temp. cstr. in Luke’s writings uses
and a pres. inf.; see, e.g., Luke
2:43). The effects of the presentation are described by the nature of the proofs Jesus
gave.
(dat. pl. neut. of
, , , “proof”) is a NT hapax signifying
a decisive proof (BDAG 994a). This is apparently repeatedly done over the forty days
(
, “by many proofs,” functions as an instr. clause). The substance
of the presentation is contained in two adv. ptcs. The first,
(nom. sg. masc.
of pres. mid. ptc. of
, “appear”), speaks of Jesus’s appearances. The second,
(nom. sg. masc. of pres. act. ptc. of
), in conjunction with the prep. phrase
(nominalized by the acc. neut. pl. ), describes the theme of Jesus’s discourses during
that time: the kingdom of God.
1:4
(nom. sg. masc. of pres. mid. ptc. of
, “gather”; temp.; NT
hapax) could also mean “eating with” (a cognate with
, “salt”). If the latter, the
setting is a meal (so Barrett 1.71; Bock 56; Haenchen 141). In favor of a meal, 10:41
does ref. post-resurrection meals and may echo 1:4 (BDAG 964b). The major objection to the normal mng. “gathering” is the singular. However, the use of the singular agrees with the finite vb. it modifies and explains the usage (BHGNT 5). Thus,
the objection to the singular is not particularly weighty. At a minimum, either legitimate interpretation implies a gathering (Keener 1.675). That the group is described
in v. 6 as
, “the ones who gathered,” would suggest the normal reading.
The command is expressed in indir. discourse (employing infs. as vbs.:
[pres. pass. inf. of
, “do not depart”] and
[pres. act. inf. of
,
“wait”]).
is a subj. gen.
is another ref. to Luke 24:49. The
indir. discourse transitions to dir. discourse (ZG 35; note the indic.
). Luke
thus continues the overlap with Luke 24.
1:5 At v. 5, there is an allusion to Luke 3:16 where John notes the same contrast
between his baptism (
, locat. dat.; the absence of the corresponding
suggests that Luke 3 is not hendiadys—i.e., not Holy Spirit/fire but Holy Spirit or
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fire—judgment). The second use of
in this passage is followed by the contrasting
. The promise is to be baptized (
, 2nd pl. fut. pass. indic. of
).
The placement of
after the vb. serves to continue the contrast between John’s and
Jesus’s baptisms (BHGNT 6).
is an example of litotes
(ZG 350, = “in a few days”; the figure emphasizes the brevity, in about ten days; see
14:28). The time ref. locates the fulfillment of John’s prophecy in Luke 3:16 (one of
Luke’s special interests) and is faith-building among his disciples. Thus, the story
begun in Luke (of all that Jesus began to do and teach) is continued in the present story
on many levels. Due to the eschatological transition being made, there should be no
thought of a static baptism in the Spirit after conversion in the present age.
FOR FURTHER STUDY
1. Lukan Prologues (1:1–5)
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HOMILETICAL SUGGESTIONS
Jesus’s Ministries (1:1–5)
1. Jesus’s former ministry (vv. 1–2)
2. Jesus’s validating ministry (v. 3)
3. Jesus’s promise of continuing ministry (vv. 4–5)
2. The Ascension of Jesus (1:6–14)
Acts 1:6–14 frames an important outlook regarding the kingdom. The disciples (connecting “Spirit” to the realization of the second exodus, as in texts like Joel 2:28–29)
ask about the time of the restoration. Jesus’s response (“not now”), the mission of the
disciples (“witness”), and the note that Jesus will visibly return together set the program in Acts in its salvation-historical location. He will gather Israel and the nations
at his return, but first the worldwide proclamation of the gospel must take place. This
time line is also suggested in the Olivet discourse (Luke 21:5–36). Luke artfully
stitches together the account to focus on the present mission and its empowerment. In
this way, he sets the theme of the book within the story line of the Scripture.
1:6
points both forward and backward. The context is closely related to the
previous through the use of
. The
points to the answer to the disciples’ questions in v. 7 (where the corresponding is found). The use together is rather frequent
in Acts (1:18; 2:41; 5:41; 8:4, 25; 9:31; 11:19; 12:5; 13:4; 14:3; 15:3, 30; 16:5; 17:12,
17, 30; 19:32, 38; 23:18, 22, 31; 25:4, 11; 26:4, 9; and 28:5). Levinsohn notes that
continues to anticipate a sentence but also “downgrades the importance of the sentence
containing
(Levinsohn 170; see also Bruce, Acts of the Apostles, 102). The subj. is
a subst. ptc. (
[nom. pl. masc. of aor. act. ptc. of
; see 1:4] mng.
“the ones having gathered,” contra Barrett 1.75 and most EVV).
(3rd pl. impf.
act. indic. of
) is an inceptive impf., “they began asking.” The employment of
(“if”) in a cstr. with a dir. question is not CGk. but a Heb. found in the LXX (rendering
and ’im—BDF §440[3]; R 916; Turner, Style, 54). The question itself seems reasonable enough as Jesus has taught for forty days regarding the kingdom. The use of the
prep. with the dat. (
) indicates a point in time, this time, now. This
is reinforced by the tense of
2nd sg. pres. act. indic. of
,
“you are restoring”). The gist of the question implies the hope of an immediate eschatological realization of the second exodus promised in the OT (see, e.g., Isa 2:2–4).
1:7 Jesus’s answer (highlighted by , see above) is in two parts. The first part (v. 7) has
been interpreted as a renouncement of any hope of an immediate parousia (Haenchen
143). As Bock points out, though, the question of when the end comes is avoided, not
denied (Bock 62). Instead, the neg. gen. pl.
(poss.) makes the knowledge beyond
the apostles’ privilege: “yours is not to know.” The phrase
(“times
or seasons”) is inclusive and ambiguous. Both words describe a single concept (called
“hendiadys”) and encompass the whole of the restoration process (however short or
long). The precise timing resides (
, 3rd sg. aor. act. indic. of
, “place”) in
God’s own (
) sovereign authority.
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1:8 Jesus clarifies their mission and its prerequisite.
creates a strong contrast to
the previous statement. Instead of that which is out of their control, Jesus announces
an empowerment and a ministry. The empowerment is introduced by a gen. abs.
phrase (
) unusually after the vb. it modifies
(
, 2nd pl. fut. pass. indic. of
; predictive fut., KMP 270). In this
position,
(gen. sg. masc. of aor. act. ptc. of
) is not merely a temp.
ptc. but also unpacks the mng. of receiving power (Runge 262). The sequence implied
by the aor. tense is more logical than strictly chronological, but the sense is “after the
Holy Spirit comes upon you” rather than “when” (see RSV, NASB, CSB). So then, the
implication is a state of empowerment because of the indwelling.
The second fut. in the statement (
, 2nd pl. fut. mid. indic. of
) is as much
prophetic as it is impv. (as the previous fut.,
, in v. 5). The fut. used as
an impv. is likely the result of Sem. influence. Clearly Christ is commanding the disciples, and the use of the fut. form marks the seriousness of the command (Wallace 570).
This fits the pattern of the rest of the book, where the gospel is continually moving
out into new areas and new people groups, always under the direction of the sovereign
Lord. The rest of the book of Acts follows this basic geographic pattern as the narrative
moves forward. Thus, there is a prophetic element as well, demonstrating Luke’s interest in fulfilled prophecy. Those who see a broad outline of the book expressed here are
correct (see, e.g., Haenchen 141).
The list begins with
...
, which is not their home but where they
were. It continues (in a . . .
...
cstr., in this case connecting sim. entities,
possibly tr. as “and” [see BDAG 993c]). Next, the adj.
with the following art.
closely connects
and
(dat. sg. fem. of
,
, ), “all Judea
and Samaria.”
The phrase
has created a good bit of discussion over the years
(see Bock 66–67). In Eng. idiom, the plural “ends of the earth” (as in some EVV)
suggests a global target. However, the Gk. is singular (
“end”) and suggests
to some a more specific destination in mind (Schnabel 79, rejecting the idea, notes
that Rome, Spain, and Ethiopia have been suggested). However, the phrase is used
throughout the Gk. OT and normally has the mng. of “the entire inhabited world”
(Keener 1.708. See, esp., Isa 49:6,
—“so that you would be the light of the nations for salvation to the end of the
earth”; see also Isa 8:9; 45:22; 48:20; and 62:11). Barrett sees a possible ref. to Rome
(so also Johnson 27). Rightly and more significantly, he notes the inclusion here is
related to Luke’s eschatology (Barrett 1.81). Worldwide proclamation is the present
mission of Jesus’s followers. Nothing in the text, however, demands that the parousia
is “a necessarily distant event” (Keener 1.686). The gift of the Spirit, then, comes with
both an obligation to the church and an eschatological promise.
The ascension is narrated only here and Luke 24:51 (see also Luke 9:51). The event,
however, is not isolated to Luke. Jesus referred to it at John 20:17, and it is mentioned
at Eph 4:8–10; 1 Tim 3:16; and 1 Pet 3:22 (phrases that state he rose to the right
hand of the Father also suggest the ascension). It is most sim. to the Elijah ascension,
although it differs from any other ascent, either pagan or Jewish (Haenchen 149).
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Thus, claims of a wholesale Lukan composition based on imitation are difficult to
sustain. The account itself does not necessarily describe an ancient cosmology (contra
Keener 1.723). Instead, it describes Jesus’s rising out of their sight, making the disciples both eyewitnesses (Haenchen 149) and, in a sense, successors (Keener 1.713–15),
although in this case, the disciples are the vehicle of Jesus’s continued works through
the Holy Spirit that he shares with them (Bock 67).
1:9
is the normal temp. ptc. (
, nom. sg. masc. of aor. act. ptc.
of
) used in sequencing events, “after speaking these things.” The second is also
a temp. ptc.: a gen. abs.
(masc. gen. pl. of pres. act. ptc. of
)
,
mng. “as they were watching.” Both ptcs. set the stage for the ascension. The close
connection (by virtue of
) of
(3rd sg. aor. pass. indic. of
, “lift up”)
to
(3rd sg. aor. act. indic. of
) mng. “a cloud received,”
describes not only the motion but also the extent of it. They watched until they could
see him no more (
, lit., “from their eyes”).
1:10 The introductory adv. is temp. and fairly common in Luke-Acts (BDAG 1105d;
BDF §455), mng. “while” or “when.”
is a periph. impf. (nom. pl.
masc. of pres. act. ptc. of
, “gaze” and 3rd pl. impf. indic. of
; see Wallace
648). The use of the periph. cstr. rather than a simple impf. emphasizes the ongoing
nature of actions. Here it describes a prolonged gaze into the sky (the sg.
most
likely should not be translated “heaven”).
(“And, behold!”) is commonly
understood as an imitation of the LXX (i.e., a “biblical style,” Barrett 1.82; Turner,
Style, 53). It shows the startling nature of the appearance of the angels who appear
stereotypically as two men dressed in “white clothing” (
[fem. dat.
pls. of
,, , “clothing,” and
, - , - , “bright, white”).
1:11 The angels addressed the disciples as “men of Galilee” in the voc. pl. masc. (
). The question asked is clearly rhetorical. “Why do you stand (
, 2nd
pl. pf. act. indic. of
) staring into the sky?” The force of the question is impv.,
“Do not stand there looking up!” Instead, they are assured that Jesus will come back.
The phrase
is normally used to denote equivalent activity (see 7:28; 15:11;
and 27:25), i.e., “in the same way.” Thus, the expectation is a visible, bodily, return
from the sky (i.e., not another birth, or merely an appearance on earth).
1:12–14 “Then they returned to Jerusalem” is in obedience to the command of Jesus
in 1:4.
(lit. “having a Sabbath’s journey,” likely idiomatic, Barrett
1.85–86) describes the proximity to Jerusalem and is best tr. “about a Sabbath day’s
journey” (i.e., about a half mile; ZG 351). In Jerusalem, they return to the upper room
(
[acc. sg. neut. of
, - , ], likely the
,
, , “upstairs
room” of Luke 22:12). The gen. rel. pron.
functions as an adv. “where” (BDAG
733a).
(nom. pl. masc. of pres. act. ptc of
; periph. impf.
“residing”) suggests that the room had been used by the disciples during the forty days
(Schnabel 82).
indicates a united attitude (ZG 351, see the var. at 2:1 and
2:47). Here it is in ref. to prayer (
a locat. of sphere). Luke lists all living
apostles as well as Mary and the brothers of the Lord. It is likely James is already
converted (see 1 Cor 15:7). In listing the apostles, Luke brings to mind the defection
of Judas to those familiar with the Gospel of Luke.
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FOR FURTHER STUDY
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5. The Ends of the Earth (1:8)
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HOMILETICAL SUGGESTIONS
The Promise and the Obligation (1:8)
1. Power is promised.
a. Given to more than just the apostles
b. The power of the Holy Spirit is internal and external
2. The power is for an obligation.
a. To be his witnesses
b. Unto the ends of the earth

